
Q.3 What is the angle between principal planes.

Q.5 Define crest of thread.

Q.2 Name the material used for key.

Q.6 The shear stress on principal plane is ______

Q.1 Unit of strain is ___________.

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 

compulsory.  (10x1=10)

Q.7 Hook’s law holds good upto _________

Q.4 Give the maximum value of pressure angle.

SECTION-A

Q.9 C.I and glass are the example of _________ 

material. (Brittle/Ductile)

Q.8 Shafts are designed on the basis of _______ 

and ________.
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Q.13 What is Standard.

Q.18 Define F.O.S. 

Q.17 Name different theories of failure.

Q.15 Define screw thread.

Q.16 Define key-way.

Q.20 Define Pitch of a thread.

Q.19 Define machine design and its various types.

Q.14 Give the function of cam.

Q.22 What do you mean by angle of thread.

Q.21  State normal strain theory.

Note: Very short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten questions out of twelve questions. 

    (10x2=20)

Q.12 Define Equivalent Bending Moment.

Q.10 The standard taper of the taper key is _______.

Q.11 Name the methods of reducing stress-

concentration.

SECTION-B 

(2)
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SECTION-D 

Q.25 A rectangular sunk key 16 mm wide, 12mm thick 

and 80mm long is required to transmit a torque 

25 KNm from a 100 mm diameter shaft. 

Calculate the induced shear and crushing 

stress in the key. 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any one 

questions out of two questions. (3x10=30)

Q.23 A solid shaft is transmitting 1.2 MW at 250 rpm. 

Find out the diameter of shaft if the maximum 

torque exceeds the mean torque by 25%. Take 

maximum allowable shear stress is 65 MPa.

Q.24 a) Explain the general procedure of designing 

the new machine.

SECTION-C 

 b) Explain the characteristics  of a good 

designer.

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any two 

questions out of three questions.(2x20=40)

Q.26 Design and draw a screw jack which is used to 

lift a load of 110 KN through a height of 450 mm. 

The elastic strength of material of screw in 

(3)

 a) Cam lift the follower by 40mm in S.H.M 
0

during 60  of its rotation.

0
 b) To dwell for the next 35 .

 d) During rest of rotation, the follower remains 

stationery. The least radius of cam is 

50mm.

2tension and compression is 210 N/mm  and in 
2

shear 120 N/mm . The elastic strength of 
2

material of nut is 110 N/m  in tension, 100 
2 2N/mm  in compression and 90 N/mm  in shear. 

The bearing pressure between nut  and screw 
2

does not exceed 18 N/mm .

Q.27 A knife edge follower is operated  by a cam. with 

the help of following data, draw the profile of 

cam.

0
 c) Then for further 90  of rotation of follower 

comes to its original position in S.H.M.
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